
Master 1

Element Strand Criteria 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Th
es

is

Thesis is relevant, accurately 

stated, and addresses the 

prompt. 

Thesis is relevant, defensible, 

clearly stated, and completely 

addresses the prompt.

Thesis is relevant, defensible, 

clearly stated and presents an 

argument upon which 

subarguments can stand.

Thesis is relevant, defensible, 

clearly stated and presents an 

argument upon which the full 

extent of claims and evidence 

can stand.

Thesis is relevant, defensible, 

clearly stated and presents a 

comprehensive argument upon 

which the full extent of claims 

and evidence can stand.

Thesis is persuasive, 

comprehensive, clearly stated and 

presents an analytical argument 

upon which the full extent of claims 

and evidence can stand.

Thesis presents an insightful, 

nuanced, comprehensive and 

persuasive analytical position.

A
ss

er
ti

o
n

s

Assertions are present and 

relevant to the prompt.

Assertions are relevant and 

clear statements that 

present subarguments to 

support the thesis.

Assertions are relevant, 

defensible and clear 

statements that provide logical 

subarguments to support 

thesis.

Assertions are relevant, 

defensible and clear statements 

that provide logical subarguments 

to support thesis.

Assertions are relevant, 

defensible and clear statements 

that provide distinct and logical 

subarguments to support thesis.

Assertions are relevant, 

defensible and clear statements 

that provide distinct and logical 

subarguments to support thesis.

Assertions are relevant, defensible 

and clear statements that provide 

distinct and logical subarguments to 

support thesis.

Assertions are relevant, defensible 

and clear statements that provide 

distinct and logical subarguments to 

support thesis.

Q
u

al
it

y

Ideas/content are reasonable 

and demonstrate adequate 

interpretation.   

Ideas/content are logical and 

demonstrate accurate 

interpretation.

Ideas/content are logically and 

accurately interpreted and 

complex ideas are introduced.

Ideas/content reflect logical and 

accurate interpretations and a 

strong depth of understanding; 

complex ideas are introduced.

Ideas/content reflect an insightful 

depth of understanding; a few 

key complexities are explained.

Ideas/content reflect an insightful 

depth of understanding; a few 

key complexities are explained 

and slightly interwoven.

Ideas/content reflect insightful and 

sophisticated depth of 

understanding and analysis. Key 

complexities explained and slightly 

interwoven.

Ideas/content reflect insightful and 

sophisticated depth of understanding 

and analysis. Key complexities are 

fully developed and interwoven.

Su
b

st
an

ti
at

io
n

Substantiation of the position 

is the controlling idea.

Substantiation of the position is 

the controlling idea.

Substantiation of the position is 

the controlling idea. Opposing 

viewpoints are anticipated and 

addressed when necessary.

Synthesized subarguments 

provide substantiation of 

position. Opposing viewpoints 

are anticipated and addressed 

when necessary.

Synthesized subarguments provide 

strong substantiation of position. 

Opposing viewpoints are 

anticipated and addressed when 

necessary and strengthen the 

greater position.

Synthesized subarguments provide 

persuasive substantiation of 

position. Opposing viewpoints are 

anticipated and addressed when 

necessary and strengthen the greater 

position.

St
ru

ct
u

re

Body paragraphs include  

basic content in the 

appropriate structure.

Essay structure is reasonable. 

Body paragraphs include 

appropriate content and are 

logically structured.

Essay structure is reasonable. 

Logical body paragraph 

structure supports thesis. 

Introduction and conclusion 

are appropriately structured.

Strong organizational structure. 

Logical paragraph structure 

contributes to thesis. 

Introduction and conclusion are 

clear and appropriately 

structured.

Purposeful and strong 

organizational structure moves 

the reader through the text. 

Clear, inviting introduction draws 

the reader in and clear conclusion 

provides a sense of closure.

Purposeful and strong 

organizational structure moves 

the reader through the text. Clear, 

inviting introduction draws the 

reader in and insightful 

conclusion provides a satisfying 

sense of resolution or closure.

Organizational structure 

contributes to the position and its 

development. The order and 

structure move the reader through 

the text. Clear, inviting introduction 

draws the reader in and insightful 

conclusion provides a satisfying 

sense of resolution or closure.

Overarching organizational 

structure enhances the position and 

its development. The order and 

structure are compelling and move 

the reader through the text. A 

strong, clear, inviting introduction 

draws the reader in, and an insightful 

conclusion provides a strong 

satisfying sense of resolution or 

closure. 

Fl
o

w Rough transitions are present 

between ideas and evidence 

chunks.

Transitions are present 

between ideas, evidence 

chunks, and paragraphs.

Transitions are present between 

ideas, evidence chunks, and 

paragraphs and contribute to the 

general flow of ideas.

Purposeful transitions contribute 

to a logical flow of ideas.

Smooth and effective transitions 

contribute to a logical flow of 

ideas.

Smooth and effective transitions 

contribute to a logical flow of ideas.

Seamless and effective transitions 

develop a  strategic flow of ideas.

A
rg

u
m

e
n

t
P

o
si

ti
o

n
Id

ea
s

O
rg

an
iz

at
io

n



Master 2

Element Strand Criteria 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Fr
am

in
g

Explains the basic frame of the 

argument.

Clearly presents the basic frame 

of the argument.

Cleary and accurately frames the 

larger argument.

Cleary and accurately frames the 

larger argument and, when 

appropriate, its larger discourse.

Precisely and articulately frames 

the larger argument and, when 

appropriate, its larger discourse.

Precisely, articulately, succinctly and 

insightfully frames the larger 

argument and, when appropriate, its 

larger discourse.

C
o

n
te

xt Provides accurate basic 

background information 

about the evidence 

presented.

Provides appropriate general 

background information 

about the text/evidence.

Provides accurate general 

background information about 

text/evidence when necessary.

Provides clear and accurate 

background information about 

text/evidence when necessary; 

blends in this information.

Provides concise, clear and 

accurate background information 

about text/evidence when 

necessary; blends in this 

information.

Provides concise, clear and 

accurate background information 

about text/evidence when 

necessary; blends in this 

information smoothly.

Provides concise, clear and accurate 

background information about 

text/evidence when necessary; 

blends in this information smoothly.

Provides concise, clear and accurate 

background information about 

text/evidence when necessary; 

blends in this information smoothly.

C
h

o
ic

e

Evidence selected is 

connected to the 

subargument and 

appropriate in amount.

Evidence selected is directly 

relevant to the  subargument 

and appropriate in amount.

Evidence selected strongly and 

accurately supports the 

assertion.

Evidence selected provides 

persuasive, strong and accurate 

support for the assertion.

Evidence selected provides 

persuasive, strong and accurate 

support for the assertion.

Evidence is cited from two or 

more credible sources. Evidence 

selected provides persuasive, 

strong and accurate support for 

the assertion.

Evidence is cited from multiple 

credible sources. Evidence selected 

provides compelling and convincing 

support for the assertion.

P
re

se
n

ta
ti

o
n

Evidence is roughly 

presented.

Evidence is roughly 

presented. Evidence is clearly presented.

Evidence is clearly presented with 

chunking utilized when 

appropriate.

Evidence is presented clearly and 

succinctly, appropriately utilizing 

a variety of methods, i.e. quoting, 

blocking, and paraphrasing.

Evidence is presented clearly and 

succinctly, appropriately utilizing 

a variety of methods, i.e. quoting, 

blocking, and paraphrasing.

Evidence is presented clearly and 

succinctly, appropriately utilizing a 

variety of methods, i.e. quoting, 

blocking, and paraphrasing.

A
n

al
ys

is

Meaning of evidence is 

clarified and explained.

Meaning of evidence is 

analyzed. Analysis is relevant 

and plausible.

Analysis of evidence is logical 

and accurate.

Analysis is focused, logical, and 

accurate.

Analysis is focused, clear, and 

articulate.

Analysis is focused, articulate and 

thoughtful. 

Analysis is focused, articulate, 

thoughtful, deep, and nuanced.

Comprehensive and complex 

analysis demonstrates thorough and  

critical thought while retaining 

clarity. Argument thoughtfully and 

fairly includes subtle nuances.

R
ea

so
n

in
g

Reasoning is present and 

understandable.

Understandable reasoning is  

related to the assertion.

Sound reasoning provides a link 

between evidence and 

assertion.

Convincing and sound reasoning 

explicitly links evidence and 

assertion.

Convincing, sound, and clear 

reasoning explicitly links evidence 

and assertion.

Compelling and articulate 

reasoning explicitly links evidence 

and assertion. 

Compelling and articulate reasoning 

persuasively links evidence and 

position. 

Strong, compelling and articulate 

reasoning persuasively links evidence 

and position.

Ev
id

e
n

ce
C

o
n

te
xt

u
al

iz
at

io
n

Se
le

ct
io

n
In

te
rp

re
ta

ti
o

n



Master 3

Element Strand Criteria 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

R
eg

is
te

r

Writes primarily in third 

person; limited use of person 

pronouns and 1st and 2nd 

person phrasing.

Consistently writes in 3rd 

person plural; establishes 

and maintains an appropriate 

distance with regard to 

purpose and audience. 

Consistently writes in 3rd 

person plural and maintains an 

appropriate distance; 

establishes and attempts to 

maintain an appropriate verb 

tense.

Consistently writes with 3rd 

person plural phrasing, an 

appropriate distance, and an 

appropriate verb tense; limited 

use of colloquialisms and 

contractions.

Consistently writes with an 

appropriate distance, appropriate 

verb tense, and clear pronoun 

use; limited use of vague pronoun 

reference.

Consistently writes with an 

appropriate distance, appropriate 

verb tense, and clear pronoun 

use.

Consistently writes with an 

appropriate distance, appropriate 

verb tense, and clear pronoun use.

Consistently writes with an 

appropriate distance, appropriate 

verb tense, and clear pronoun use.
C

ra
ft

Roughly incorporates key 

words from the citation in the 

interpretation of the evidence.

Appropriately incorporates key 

words in the interpretation of the 

evidence.

Appropriately explains and 

incorporates key words. Roughly 

incorporates anaphora and/or 

parallel structure.

Accurately explicates and 

incorporates key words. 

Incorporates anaphora and 

parallel structure when necessary 

to engage the reader.

Effectively explicates and smoothly 

incorporates key words. Smoothly 

incorporates rhetorical devices 

when necessary to engage the 

reader.

Effectively, smoothly and 

strategically explicates and 

incorporates key words. Smoothly 

and strategically incorporates 

rhetorical devices when necessary to 

best engage the reader.

Fl
u

en
cy

Uses complete sentences. 

Writing is free of obvious 

fragments and run-ons.

Uses complete, clear, and 

meaningful sentences. 

Writing is free of fragments 

and run-ons.

Uses both simple and complex 

sentence structures that are 

clear and meaningful. Writes 

primarily in the active voice.

Appropriately varies sentence 

structure. Writes primarily in the 

active voice.

The correct use of varied 

sentence structures. Writes 

primarily in the active voice.

The correct use of  varied 

sentence structures. Writes 

overwhelmingly in the active 

voice.

The effective use of varied sentence 

structures clearly conveys the 

meaning at hand. Writes 

overwhelmingly in the active voice.

A natural and effective use of varied 

sentence structures clearly conveys 

the meaning at hand. Writes 

overwhelmingly in the active voice.

C
o

n
ci

si
o

n

Writing is generally free of 

extraneous expressions (i.e.. 

"this shows," "maybe," "the 

quote is," etc.).

Writing is largely free of 

extraneous expressions.

Writing is largely free of 

extraneous expressions and 

generally free of unnecessary 

repetition.

Writing is largely free of 

extraneous expressions and 

unnecessary repetition.

Word choice and sentence 

structure effectively conveys the 

meaning at hand the first time it 

is stated; additional sentences 

expand and elaborate.

Demonstrates a use of word 

choice and sentence structures 

that effectively and efficiently 

convey the meaning at hand.

Demonstrates an intentional use of 

word choice and sentence 

structures that effectively and 

efficiently convey the meaning at 

hand.

Demonstrates an intentional and 

strategic use of word choice and 

sentence structures that effectively 

and efficiently convey the meaning at 

hand.

D
ic

ti
o

n

Rough use of dynamic verbs.

Accurate choice of dynamic 

verbs. Expression is functional.

Words appropriately convey the 

intended message. Expression is 

functional.

Words effectively convey the 

intended message. Expression is 

functional and clear.

Words convey the intended 

message in a precise way. Words 

energize the writing and are 

accurate and specific. 

Words convey the intended 

message in a precise and natural 

way. Words energize the writing 

and are accurate, specific, and 

powerful. 

Words convey the intended message 

in an exceptionally precise and 

natural way. Words energize the 

writing and are accurate, specific, 

powerful and strong. 

R
an

ge

Uses task specific content 

language appropriately.

Academic and task specific 

content language is used 

correctly. Attempts to use 

striking vocabulary.

Varied academic and content 

language is used correctly. 

Attempts to use striking 

vocabulary.

A broad range of words are used 

correctly. Use of striking and 

varied vocabulary is generally 

effective.

A broad range of words have been 

chosen and placed for impact. 

Use of striking and varied 

vocabulary is largely effective. 

A broad range of words have 

been carefully chosen and 

thoughtfully placed for impact. 

Use of striking and varied 

vocabulary is largely effective.

A rich, broad range of words have 

been carefully chosen and 

thoughtfully placed for maximum 

impact. Use of striking and varied 

vocabulary is natural and largely 

effective.

A rich, broad range of words have 

been carefully chosen and 

thoughtfully placed for maximum 

impact. Use of striking, varied, and 

unique vocabulary is natural and 

overwhelmingly effective.

Sp
el

lin
g

Task and content specific 

language is spelled correctly.

General academic, task and 

content specific language is 

spelled correctly.

Spelling is mostly correct; 

several spelling errors do not 

hinder reading of essay.

Spelling is mostly correct; spelling 

errors do not hinder reading of 

essay. Few or no mistakes in spelling. Few or no mistakes in spelling.

G
ra

m
m

ar

No more than 1-3 errors in 

capitalization; no more than 

6 additional errors.

No more than 1-3 errors in 

capitalization or comma 

usage; no more than 6 

additional errors.

No more than 1-3 errors in 

capitalization or punctuation; 

no more than 6 additional 

errors.

No more than 1-3 errors in 

capitalization, punctuation, verb 

agreement and tense; no more 

than 4 additional errors.

No more than 1-3 errors in 

capitalization, punctuation, verb 

agreement/tense, and pronoun 

usage; no more than 4 additional 

errors. 

Strong command of grammar 

allows for clear and effective 

communication of ideas with 

minimal disruption (3-4).

St
yl

e
Se

n
te

n
ce

 F
lu

en
cy

W
o

rd
 C

h
o

ic
e

La
n

gu
ag

e
C

o
n

ve
n

ti
o

n
s



Master 4

Element Strand Criteria 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

R
e

vi
si

n
g

Q
u

al
it

y

Teacher feedback leads 

student to some revision of 

minimal depth.

Teacher feedback leads 

student to adequate revision 

of some depth.

Teacher feedback leads student 

to substantive revision.

Teacher feedback leads student 

to substantive revision that 

supports substantiation of 

position.

Student actively seeks feedback 

from teacher based on an 

analysis of their areas of growth. 

Feedback leads student to 

substantive revision that supports 

substantiation of position.

Student actively seeks feedback 

from various sources based on an 

analysis of their areas of growth. 

Feedback leads student to 

substantive revisions that 

strengthen the substantiation of 

position.
P

ro
fe

ss
io

n
al

is
m

Paper is complete. Almost all 

the necessary documents are 

turned in on time.

Paper is complete. Almost all 

the necessary documents are 

turned in on time.

Paper is complete and follows 

the guidelines of the 

assignment. All the necessary 

documents are turned in on 

time.

Paper is neat, complete and 

follows the guidelines of the 

assignment. All the necessary 

documents are turned in on time.

Paper is crisp, neat, complete and 

follows the guidelines of the 

assignment. All the necessary 

documents are turned in on time.

Paper is crisp, neat, complete and 

follows the guidelines of the 

assignment. All the necessary 

documents are turned in on time.

M
LA

 

Fo
rm

at
ti

n
g

Correctly uses parentheses to 

cite evidence.

Correctly cites evidence using 

parentheses, quotation 

marks and periods.

Correctly cites evidence using 

parentheses, quotation marks, 

commas, and periods.

Correctly uses in text citations as 

well as block quotes. Punctuation 

around citations is grammatically 

correct.

Correctly uses in text citations and 

block quotes from multiple texts. 

Works Cited page is mostly 

correct.

Correctly uses in text citations 

and block quotes from multiple 

texts. Works Cited page is 

entirely correct.

D
o

cu
m

en
t

Header provides correct 

information.

Header is correctly formatted 

and provides correct 

information. The title is 

centered.

Header is correctly formatted 

and provides correct 

information. The title is 

centered with no extra space 

between header, title, and 

paragraphs.

Header, title, and text are 

properly formatted and spaced.

Header, title, and text are 

properly formatted and spaced.

Header, title, and text are 

properly formatted and spaced.

Element Strand Criteria 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

P
u

b
lis

h
in

g

P
ro

ce
ss



Full Abridged 5

Element Strand Criteria 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

A
rg

u
m

e
n

t
P

o
si

ti
o

n

Th
es

is

relevant, accurate; addresses prompt defensible, clear; completely addresses prompt

defensible, clear; presents argument upon which 

subarguments can stand

defensible, clear; presents argument for full extent of 

claims/evidence

defensible, clear; presents comprehensive argument for 

full extent of claims/evidence

persuasive, comprehensive, clear; presents analytical 

argument

insightful, nuanced, comprehensive, persuasive, clear analytical 

position

A
ss

er
ti

o
n

s

present, relevant to prompt

clear stmts; present subarguments to 

support thesis

relevant, defensible, clear stmts; provide logical 

subarguments

relevant, defensible, clear stmts; provide logical 

subarguments

relevant, defensible, clear stmts; provide distinct, 

logical subarguments 

relevant, defensible, clear stmts; provide distinct, logical 

subarguments 

relevant, defensible, clear stmts; provide distinct, logical 

subarguments 

relevant, defensible, clear stmts; provide distinct, logical 

subarguments 

A
rg

u
m

e
n

t
P

o
si

ti
o

n

A
rg

u
m

e
n

t
Id

ea
s Q

ua
lit

y

reasonable ideas/content; 

adequate interpretation logical ideas/content; accurate interpretation

logical, accurate interpretation; complex ideas are 

introduced

logical, accurate interpretation; strong depth of 

understanding; complex ideas introduced

insightful depth of understanding; a few key 

complexities are explained

insightful depth of understanding; a few key 

complexities explained, slightly interwoven

insightful, sophisticated understanding/analysis; key 

complexities explained and slightly interwoven

insightful, sophisticated understanding/analysis; key complexities fully 

developed and interwoven

Su
bs

ta
n

ti
at

io
n

substantiation of position is controlling idea substantiation of position is controlling idea

substantiation of position is controlling idea; opposing 

viewpoints- anticipated- addressed- when necessary

synthesized subarguments substantiate position; 

opposing viewpoints- anticipated- addressed- when 

necessary

Synthesized subarguments strongly substantiate position; 

opposing viewpoints- anticipated- addressed- when necessary- 

strengthen position

Synthesized subarguments persuasively substantiate position; 

opposing viewpoints- anticipated- addressed- when necessary- 

strengthen position

A
rg

u
m

e
n

t
Id

ea
s

A
rg

u
m

e
n

t
O

rg
an

iz
at

io
n

St
ru

ct
ur

e

body paragraphs include  basic 

content in appropriate structure.

reasonable essay structure; body paragraphs 

include appropriate content, logically 

structured

reasonable essay structure; logical body paragraph 

structure supports thesis; appropriately structured 

intro, concl

strong organizational structure; logical paragraph 

structure contributes to thesis; clear, appropriately 

structured intro, concl

purposeful, strong organizational structure moves 

reader through text; clear, inviting introduction draws 

reader in; clear conclusion provides sense of closure

purposeful, strong organizational structure moves 

reader through text; clear, inviting introduction draws 

reader in; insightful conclusion provides satisfying 

resolution/closure

organizational structure contributes to position, 

development; order/structure moves reader through text; 

clear, inviting introduction draws reader in; insightful 

conclusion provides satisfying resolution/closure

overarching organizational structure enhances position, development; 

compelling order/structure moves reader through text; strong, clear, 

inviting introduction draws reader in; insightful conclusion provides 

strong resolution/closure

Fl
o

w

rough transitions between ideas, evidence 

chunks

transitions between ideas, evidence chunks, 

paragraphs

transitions btw ideas, evidence chunks, paragraphs 

contribute to general flow

purposeful transitions contribute to logical flow of 

ideas

smooth, effective transitions contribute to logical flow 

of ideas

smooth, effective transitions contribute to logical flow of 

ideas seamless, effective transitions develop  strategic flow of ideas

A
rg

u
m

e
n

t
O

rg
an

iz
at

io
n

Element Strand Criteria 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Ev
id

e
n

ce
C

o
n

te
xt

u
al

iz
at

io
n

Fr
am

in
g

explains basic frame of argument clearly presents basic frame of argument clearly, accurately frames larger argument

clearly, accurately frames larger argument and, when 

appropriate, its larger discourse

precisely, articulately frames larger argument and, when 

appropriate, its larger discourse

precisely, articulately, succinctly, insightfully frames larger argument 

and, when appropriate, larger discourse

C
o

n
te

xt accurate basic background info 

about evidence

appropriate general bckgrnd info about 

text/evidence

accurate general background info about 

text/evidence when necessary

clear, accurate background info when necessary; 

blends in this info

concise, clear, accurate background info when 

necessary; blends this info

concise, clear, accurate background info when 

necessary; smoothly blends this info

concise, clear, accurate background info when necessary; 

smoothly blends this info

concise, clear, accurate background info when necessary; smoothly 

blends this info

Ev
id

e
n

ce
C

o
n

te
xt

u
al

iz
at

io
n

Ev
id

e
n

ce
Se

le
ct

io
n

C
h

o
ic

e

connected to subargument; 

appropriate in amount

directly relevant to  subargument; 

appropriate in amount strongly, accurately supports assertion persuasive, strong, accurate support for assertion persuasive, strong, accurate support for assertion

cited from 2+ credible sources; persuasive, strong, 

accurate support for assertion

cited from 3+ credible sources; compelling, convincing 

support for assertion

P
re

se
n

ta
ti

o
n

roughly presented roughly presented clearly presented clearly presented; uses chunking when appropriate

clearly, succinctly presented; appropriately uses 

variety of methods- quoting, blocking, paraphrasing

clearly, succinctly presented; appropriately uses variety 

of methods- quoting, blocking, paraphrasing

clearly, succinctly presented; appropriately uses variety of 

methods- quoting, blocking, paraphrasing

Ev
id

e
n

ce
Se

le
ct

io
n

Ev
id

e
n

ce
In

te
rp

re
ta

ti

o
n A

na
ly

si
s

meaning of evidence is clarified 

and explained

meaning is analyzed; relevant, plausible 

analysis logical, accurate analysis focused, logical, accurate analysis focused, clear, articulate analysis focused, articulate, thoughtful analysis focused, articulate, thoughtful, deep, nuanced analysis

comprehensive, complex analysis demonstrates thorough and  critical 

thought while retaining clarity; thoughtfully, fairly includes subtle 

nuances

R
ea

so
ni

ng present, understandable 

reasoning

understandable reasoning; related to 

assertion

sound reasoning; provides a link between evidence 

and assertion

convincing, sound reasoning; explicitly links 

evidence and assertion

convincing, sound, clear reasoning; explicitly links 

evidence and assertion

compelling, articulate reasoning; explicitly links evidence 

and assertion

compelling, articulate reasoning; persuasively links evidence 

and position

strong, compelling, articulate reasoning; persuasively links evidence 

and position

Ev
id

e
n

ce
In

te
rp

re
ta

ti

o
n



Full Abridged 6

Element Strand Criteria 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

La
n

gu
ag

e
St

yl
e R

eg
is

te
r primarily 3rd person; limited 

personal pronouns, 1st, 2nd 

person phrasing

consistently 3rd person plural; establishes- 

maintains appropriate distance

consistently 3rd person plural; appropriate 

distance; establishes- attempts to maintain 

appropriate verb tense

consistently 3rd person plural; appropriate 

distance; appropriate verb tense; limited 

colloquialisms- contractions

consistently appropriate distance; appropriate verb 

tense; clear pronoun use; limited vague pronoun 

reference

consistently writes with an appropriate distance, 

appropriate verb tense, clear pronoun use

consistently writes with an appropriate distance, appropriate 

verb tense, clear pronoun use

consistently writes with an appropriate distance, appropriate verb 

tense, clear pronoun use

C
ra

ft roughly incorporates key words from citation in 

interpretation

appropriately incorporates key words in 

interpretation

appropriately explains- incorporates key words; 

roughly incorporates anaphora and/or parallel 

structure

accurately explicates- incorporates key words; 

incorporates anaphora- parallel structure when 

necessary to engage reader

effectively explicates- smoothly incorporates key words; 

smoothly incorporates rhetorical devices when necessary to 

engage reader

effectively, smoothly, strategically explicates, incorporates key words; 

smoothly, strategically incorporates rhetorical devices to best engage 

reader

La
n

gu
ag

e
St

yl
e

La
n

gu
ag

e
Se

n
te

n
ce

 

Fl
u

e
n

cy Fl
u

en
cy complete sentences; free of 

obvious fragments, run-ons

clear, meaningful sentences; free of 

fragments, run-ons

complete, clear, meaningful simple and complex 

sentences; primarily active voice

appropriately varies sentence structure; primarily 

active voice

correctly varies sentence structures; primarily active 

voice

correctly varies sentence structures; overwhelmingly 

active voice

effective varied sentence structures clearly conveys meaning; 

overwhelmingly active voice

natural, effective varied sentence structures clearly conveys meaning; 

overwhelmingly active voice

C
o

n
ci

si
o

n

generally free of extraneous 

expressions largely free of extraneous expressions

largely free of extraneous expressions; generally 

free of unnecessary repetition

largely free of extraneous expressions, unnecessary 

repetition

word choice, sentence structure effectively conveys 

meaning the first time; additional sentences expand, 

elaborate.

word choice, sentence structures effectively, efficiently 

convey meaning

intentional word choice, sentence structures effectively, 

efficiently convey meaning

intentional, strategic word choice, sentence structures effectively, 

efficiently convey meaning

La
n

gu
ag

e
Se

n
te

n
ce

 

Fl
u

e
n

cy

La
n

gu
ag

e
W

o
rd

 C
h

o
ic

e

D
ic

ti
on

rough use of dynamic verbs accurate dynamic verbs; functional expression

words appropriately convey message; functional 

expression

words effectively convey message; functional, clear 

expression

words convey message precisely; accurate, specific 

words energize writing

words convey message in natural, precise way; accurate, 

specific, powerful words energize writing

words convey message in exceptionally precise, natural way; accurate, 

specific, powerful, strong words energize writing

R
an

ge appropriate task specific content 

language

correct academic, task specific content 

language; attempts at striking vocab

correct, varied academic, content language; 

attempts at striking vocab

broad range of words used correctly; generally 

effective striking, varied vocab

broad range of words; chosen, placed for impact; 

largely effective striking, varied vocab

broad range of words; carefully chosen, thoughtfully 

placed for impact; largely effective striking, varied vocab

rich, broad range of words; carefully chosen, thoughtfully 

placed for max impact; natural, largely effective striking, 

varied vocab

rich, broad range of words; carefully chosen, thoughtfully placed for 

max impact; natural, overwhelmingly effective striking, varied, unique 

vocab

La
n

gu
ag

e
W

o
rd

 C
h

o
ic

e

La
n

gu
ag

e
C

o
n

ve
n

ti
o

n
s

Sp
el

lin
g

task, content specific language

general academic, task, content specific 

language

spelling mostly correct; several spelling errors do 

not hinder reading

spelling mostly correct; spelling errors do not 

hinder reading few or no spelling mistakes Few or no spelling mistakes

G
ra

m
m

ar

< 1-3 capitalization errors; < 6 

additional

< 1-3 capitalization, comma errors; < 6 

additional

< 1-3 errors capitalization, punctuation errors; < 6 

additional

< 1-3 errors capitalization, punctuation, verb 

agreement/ tense errors; < 4 additional

< 1-3 errors capitalization, punctuation, verb 

agreement/tense, pronoun errors; <4 additional

strong command of grammar allows clear, effective 

communication of ideas; <3-4 errors

La
n

gu
ag

e
C

o
n

ve
n

ti
o

n
s

Element Strand Criteria 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

P
ro

ce
ss R

ev
is

in
g

Q
ua

lit
y

teacher feedback leads student to 

some revision, minimal depth

teacher feedback leads student to adequate 

revision, some depth

teacher feedback leads student to substantive 

revision

teacher feedback leads student to substantive 

revision that supports position substantiation

student actively seeks feedback from teacher based on 

analysis of growth areas; substantive revision supports 

position substantiation

student actively seeks feedback from various sources 

based on analysis of growth areas; substantive revisions 

strengthen position substantiation

P
ro

ce
ss

P
ro

ce
ss

P
u

b
lis

h
in

g

P
ro

fe
ss

io
n

al
is

m

complete; almost all necessary 

documents turned in on time

complete; almost all necessary documents 

turned in on time

complete; follows guidelines of assignment; all 

documents turned in on time

neat, complete; follows guidelines of assignment; 

all documents turned in on time

crisp, neat, complete; follows guidelines of 

assignment; all documents turned in on time

crisp, neat, complete; follows guidelines of assignment; 

all documents turned in on time

M
LA

 
Fo

rm
at

ti
n

g

correctly cites using parentheses

correctly cites using parentheses, quotation 

marks, periods

correctly cites using parentheses, quotation marks, 

commas, periods

correctly uses in text citations, block quotes; correct 

citation punctuation

correctly uses in text citations, block quotes from 

multiple texts; mostly correct Works Cited

correctly uses in text citations, block quotes from 

multiple texts; entirely correct Works Cited

D
o

cu
m

en
t

header = correct info

header = correct format, correct info 

centered title properly formatted, spaced header, title, text properly formatted, spaced header, title, text properly formatted, spaced header, title, text properly formatted, spaced header, title, text

P
ro

ce
ss

P
u

b
lis

h
in

g

Element Strand Criteria 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
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Element Strand Criteria 1 2 3 4 5

A
rg

u
m

e
n

t P
o

si
ti

o
n

Th
es

is

relevant, accurate; addresses prompt defensible, clear; completely addresses prompt

defensible, clear; presents argument upon which 

subarguments can stand

defensible, clear; presents argument for full extent of 

claims/evidence

A
ss

er
ti

o
ns

present, relevant to prompt clear stmts; present subarguments to support thesis

relevant, defensible, clear stmts; provide logical 

subarguments relevant, defensible, clear stmts; provide logical subarguments

relevant, defensible, clear stmts; provide distinct, logical 

subarguments 

A
rg

u
m

e
n

t P
o

si
ti

o
n

A
rg

u
m

e
n

t
Id

ea
s Q
u

al
it

y reasonable ideas/content; adequate 

interpretation logical ideas/content; accurate interpretation

logical, accurate interpretation; complex ideas are 

introduced

logical, accurate interpretation; strong depth of 

understanding; complex ideas introduced

insightful depth of understanding; a few key complexities are 

explained

Su
bs

ta
nt

ia
ti

on

substantiation of position is controlling idea substantiation of position is controlling idea

substantiation of position is controlling idea; opposing 

viewpoints- anticipated- addressed- when necessary

A
rg

u
m

e
n

t
Id

ea
s

A
rg

u
m

e
n

t
O

rg
an

iz
at

io
n

St
ru

ct
ur

e

body paragraphs include  basic content in 

appropriate structure.

reasonable essay structure; body paragraphs include 

appropriate content, logically structured

reasonable essay structure; logical body paragraph structure 

supports thesis; appropriately structured intro, concl

strong organizational structure; logical paragraph structure 

contributes to thesis; clear, appropriately structured intro, 

concl

purposeful, strong organizational structure moves reader 

through text; clear, inviting introduction draws reader in; clear 

conclusion provides sense of closure

Fl
ow

rough transitions between ideas, evidence chunks transitions between ideas, evidence chunks, paragraphs

transitions btw ideas, evidence chunks, paragraphs contribute 

to general flow purposeful transitions contribute to logical flow of ideas

A
rg

u
m

e
n

t
O

rg
an

iz
at

io
n

Element Strand Criteria 1 2 3 4 5

Ev
id

e
n

ce
C

o
n

te
xt

u
al

iz
at

io
Fr

am
in

g explains basic frame of argument clearly presents basic frame of argument clearly, accurately frames larger argument

C
on

te
xt

accurate basic background info about evidence appropriate general bckgrnd info about text/evidence

accurate general background info about text/evidence when 

necessary

clear, accurate background info when necessary; blends in this 

info

concise, clear, accurate background info when necessary; 

blends this info

Ev
id

e
n

ce
C

o
n

te
xt

u
al

iz
at

io

Ev
id

e
n

ce
Se

le
ct

io
n

C
ho

ic
e connected to subargument; appropriate in 

amount

directly relevant to  subargument; appropriate in 

amount strongly, accurately supports assertion persuasive, strong, accurate support for assertion persuasive, strong, accurate support for assertion

Pr
es

en
ta

ti
o

n

roughly presented roughly presented clearly presented clearly presented; uses chunking when appropriate

clearly, succinctly presented; appropriately uses variety of 

methods- quoting, blocking, paraphrasing

Ev
id

e
n

ce
Se

le
ct

io
n

Ev
id

e
n

ce
In

te
rp

re
ta

ti
o

n A
na

ly
si

s

meaning of evidence is clarified and explained meaning is analyzed; relevant, plausible analysis logical, accurate analysis focused, logical, accurate analysis focused, clear, articulate analysis

R
ea

so
n

in
g

present, understandable reasoning understandable reasoning; related to assertion

sound reasoning; provides a link between evidence and 

assertion

convincing, sound reasoning; explicitly links evidence and 

assertion

convincing, sound, clear reasoning; explicitly links evidence and 

assertion

Ev
id

e
n

ce
In

te
rp

re
ta

ti
o

n
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Element Strand Criteria 1 2 3 4 5

La
n

gu
ag

e
St

yl
e R
eg

is
te

r

primarily 3rd person; limited personal pronouns, 

1st, 2nd person phrasing

consistently 3rd person plural; establishes- maintains 

appropriate distance

consistently 3rd person plural; appropriate distance; 

establishes- attempts to maintain appropriate verb tense

consistently 3rd person plural; appropriate distance; 

appropriate verb tense; limited colloquialisms- contractions

consistently appropriate distance; appropriate verb tense; clear 

pronoun use; limited vague pronoun reference

C
ra

ft

roughly incorporates key words from citation in 

interpretation appropriately incorporates key words in interpretation

appropriately explains- incorporates key words; roughly 

incorporates anaphora and/or parallel structure

La
n

gu
ag

e
St

yl
e

La
n

gu
ag

e
Se

n
te

n
ce

 

Fl
u

en
cy Fl

ue
nc

y complete sentences; free of obvious fragments, 

run-ons

clear, meaningful sentences; free of fragments, run-

ons

complete, clear, meaningful simple and complex sentences; 

primarily active voice appropriately varies sentence structure; primarily active voice correctly varies sentence structures; primarily active voice

C
on

ci
si

o
n

generally free of extraneous expressions largely free of extraneous expressions

largely free of extraneous expressions; generally free of 

unnecessary repetition largely free of extraneous expressions, unnecessary repetition

word choice, sentence structure effectively conveys meaning 

the first time; additional sentences expand, elaborate.

La
n

gu
ag

e
Se

n
te

n
ce

 

Fl
u

en
cy

La
n

gu
ag

e
W

o
rd

 

C
h

o
ic

e

D
ic

ti
o

n

rough use of dynamic verbs accurate dynamic verbs; functional expression words appropriately convey message; functional expression words effectively convey message; functional, clear expression

R
an

ge

appropriate task specific content language

correct academic, task specific content language; 

attempts at striking vocab

correct, varied academic, content language; attempts at 

striking vocab

broad range of words used correctly; generally effective 

striking, varied vocab

broad range of words; chosen, placed for impact; largely 

effective striking, varied vocab

La
n

gu
ag

e
W

o
rd

 

C
h

o
ic

eLa
n

gu
ag

e
C

o
n

ve
n

ti
o

n
s Sp

el
lin

g

task, content specific language general academic, task, content specific language

spelling mostly correct; several spelling errors do not hinder 

reading spelling mostly correct; spelling errors do not hinder reading few or no spelling mistakes

G
ra

m
m

ar

< 1-3 capitalization errors; < 6 additional < 1-3 capitalization, comma errors; < 6 additional < 1-3 errors capitalization, punctuation errors; < 6 additional

< 1-3 errors capitalization, punctuation, verb agreement/ 

tense errors; < 4 additional

< 1-3 errors capitalization, punctuation, verb agreement/tense, 

pronoun errors; <4 additional

La
n

gu
ag

e
C

o
n

ve
n

ti
o

n
s

Element Strand Criteria 1 2 3 4 5

P
ro

ce
ss R

ev
is

in
g

Q
u

al
it

y

teacher feedback leads student to some revision, 

minimal depth

teacher feedback leads student to adequate revision, 

some depth teacher feedback leads student to substantive revision

teacher feedback leads student to substantive revision that 

supports position substantiation

student actively seeks feedback from teacher based on analysis 

of growth areas; substantive revision supports position 

substantiation

P
ro

ce
ss

P
ro

ce
ss

P
u

b
lis

h
in

g

Pr
of

es
si

on
al

is
m

complete; almost all necessary documents turned 

in on time

complete; almost all necessary documents turned in 

on time

complete; follows guidelines of assignment; all documents 

turned in on time

neat, complete; follows guidelines of assignment; all 

documents turned in on time

crisp, neat, complete; follows guidelines of assignment; all 

documents turned in on time

M
LA

 
Fo

rm
at

ti
ng

correctly cites using parentheses

correctly cites using parentheses, quotation marks, 

periods

correctly cites using parentheses, quotation marks, 

commas, periods

correctly uses in text citations, block quotes; correct citation 

punctuation

correctly uses in text citations, block quotes from multiple texts; 

mostly correct Works Cited

D
o

cu
m

en
t

header = correct info header = correct format, correct info centered title properly formatted, spaced header, title, text properly formatted, spaced header, title, text properly formatted, spaced header, title, text

P
ro

ce
ss

P
u

b
lis

h
in

g

Element Strand Criteria 1 2 3 4 5
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Element
The element level of the HS Writing Rubric encompasses the major umbrellas of writing. The four elements name key aspects of writing and provide a common language to discuss 

writing at a broad level.

Strand
Strands make up elements; strands are assessed by the teacher. Strands are both broad and specific; they can typically be traced throughout an entire paper yet are specific enough 

to make actionable decisions based on data.

Criteria
Criteria is the language within the strands. The language is typically developed within two criteria from level 1 to level 8. For example, the language within level 5 for positions 

(developed along the lines of thesis and assertions) is the criteria for that level.

Element Strand

The element of Argument  takes a holistic view of the argument of the essay - it evaluates the direction of the paper, the synthesis and complexity of ideas throughout the entire 

paper, and the ability of the structure to support the direction and ideas.

Position [strand] Basic frame of the argument – four or five key sentences that state what you are proving and how you are proving it.

Thesis The sentence(s) explicitly or implicitly stated early in the paper that outline the argument being made in the paper.

Assertion
The assertion is the sentence at the paragraph level that is the written articulation of the subargument. This sentence is sometimes called the topic sentence. It is important to 

understand that the assertion, when clear, is direct related to the subargument. However, if the assertion is not clear, it may not accurately represent the subargument.

Subargument
Subarguments support the overarching thesis. Sometimes in writing, the assertion may read one thing but the paragraph's point (subargument) proves something else. This term 

differentiates what the paragraph proves (subargument) from what the paragraph says it is going to prove (assertion).

Ideas [strand]
Synthesis of ideas in the paper – how well is the position  proven (substantiation) and how well are the ideas synthesized and interwoven (quality). This strand, ideas,  is broader than 

the interpretation of evidence - it encompasses the essay as a whole.

Substantiation
Substantiation addresses the level of proof that supports the position. When scoring at levels 5-8, it is important to think about the substantiation of the position's depth and breadth. 

To fully substantiate an argument, it must be fully (breadth) and deeply (depth) proven.

Complex ideas Earlier in development, students are expected to incorporate complex ideas - these can be major ideas discussed in class, historical movements, etc.

Key complexities

"Key complexities" are complications within the text/content that influence it in one way or another. For example, if an author is arguing that King X came into power primarily 

because of his married to Queen Y but chooses to oversimplify his paper by failing to mention Queen Y's previous engagement to King A, his enemy, then the author is not introducing 

"key complexities" into his or her argument.

Interwoven

These key complexities should be smoothly interwoven throughout the argument as they typically influence various subarguments. If a paper is a tapestry, then key complexities are 

threads that need to be interwoven through the cloth when appropriate. For example, if an author is analyzing the theme of a poem and analyzes a motif in paragraph one but fails to 

interweave that idea into paragraph three, then he or she has failed to interweave the key complexity. These terms serve to encourage complexity of analysis and doc oversimplified 

development.

Synthesized subarguments
This term addresses the need to synthesize subarguments to focus on the thesis and greater position. When a subargument is synthesized then the argument is continually pulled 

together and related back to the thesis throughout the paper.

Organization [strand]
Overall structure of the paper - is it an appropriate frame for the position and ideas? Does the organization support and encourage logical order? Do ideas flow smoothly within 

sentences, within the paragraph, and between paragraphs?

Structure
This strand addresses the overall architecture of the essay - is the paper ordered (chronologically, compare and contrast, logically, cause and effect, etc) in a way that supports the 

position?

Flow Do ideas flow smoothly within sentences, within the paragraph, and between paragraphs?

Transitions
Words, phrases, sentences, and/or paragraphs that signal a change to the reader. Transitions can move a reader from one idea to the next, connect ideas, state opposing arguments, 

and much more. Transitions are typically found between ideas, between evidence chunks, and between paragraphs.

HS Writing Rubric - Language Cohesion / Glossary of Terms
A

rg
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Structure 

of Rubric

Ideas

Argument [element]

Organization

Position
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Element Strand

The element of Evidence  is more narrow and less comprehensive than the Argument  element. It focuses primarily on the evidence chunk within paragraphs. The evidence chunk 

typically includes the intro to evidence (contextualization),  the evidence itself (selection),  and the analysis of the evidence (interpretation).  If the Argument  element is synthesis 

then the Evidence  element is analysis.

Contextualization 
[strand] Focuses on the framing of an argument and the appropriateness of background information on the text and evidence.

Framing

The framing criteria is the broader umbrella within contextualization. Framing occurs within the introduction, it sometimes occurs within the thesis statement, and certainly around 

evidence. Essentially, how is the argument framed? To what extent does the author frame the argument? Is it the basic context (novel, historical event), or does their essay frame the 

argument within the greater discourse, the ideas and movements of the time, when appropriate.

Context

Context is much more specific and concrete and refers to the background information around the evidence chunks. Basically, does the author set up the evidence with enough 

background information for it to be read smoothly and cohesively. Does the author make the right assumptions about the reader and provide enough background information but not 

too much. Do they strike that delicate balance?

Larger argument vs. 

discourse

Framing the position within a larger argument can include discussion of the greater movements of the time but does not place the argument within these movements. Discourse is 

significantly more encompassing and broad. For example, if an author analyzes a poem as the turning point of a revolution or an artistic movement then the position is framed within 

the greater discourse of the time.

Selection [strand] Deals with evidence selection - relevant, persuasive, succinct. Included in this strand is evidence presentation - how smoothly is argument incorporated into the paragraph.

Choice
When we look at choice, we are analyzing the type of evidence selected – is it pertinent, is it relevant, and at the higher level, is the author incorporating evidence from multiple 

sources.

Presentation
Evidence must be presented clearly within an essay, so this criterion addresses the blending of evidence, chunking the evidence, succinct evidence, paraphrasing and using block 

quotes. 

Chunking
Chunking is when the author removes words and phrases from the middle of a quote to focus on the juicy parts of the quote and to make it more readable. Example: "Chunking is… 

an important skill." "Chunking can also occur" when authors chop up the quote so they can "more easily incorporate it into a clear sentence."

Blocking Blocking is when the author selects a large amount of texts and sets it apart from the paragraph by moving the margins in on the left and right.

Paraphrasing
Authors can put an idea in their own words instead of using the words in the text. Paraphrased information typically support actual evidence and occurs within the interpretation of 

the evidence. Supporting sources are sometimes paraphrased within the interpretation of the evidence to support a given point.

Interpretation [strand]
Interpretation  deals with logic, analysis, and reasoning. The ideas  strand within Argument  is comprehensive and evaluates the synthesis of ideas. The interpretation  strand is much 

more specific to the paragraph level. This is sometimes called commentary or discussion at different schools.

Analysis
Analysis deals with the discussion of the evidence – at the lower level, is the meaning explained, it is accurate, and is it focused. Moving up to 11th and 12th grade, students are 

expected to analyze it thoughtfully, including subtle nuances while retaining clarity.

Reasoning Reasoning is the logic of the interpretation. Is there a logical flow from evidence to assertion? Is that logic explicitly stated? Is the reasoning compelling and articulate?

Explicit link A explicit link is typically a sentence that explicitly links the analysis and interpretation of the evidence to the assertion. This sentence states how the evidence proves the assertion.

Contextualiza

tion

Selection

Interpretatio
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Element Strand

The Language  element encompasses the other side of writing - the author's ability to use style, sentences, words, and grammar correctly and strategically to best communicate their 

ideas. It is essentially for students to be able to communicate in Academic English which grants them access to social, political, and economic power.

Style [strand]
Writing style within a formal essay is more limited than in more creative forms. The style  strand evaluates the formal register, or formal style, of the author's writing as well as their 

writer's craft.

Register Addresses the appropriateness of style/language for the task/audience. For academic writing pieces assessed using this rubric, we are looking for a formal register.

Third person plural Refers to the general audience in third person plural, thereby establishing and maintaining appropriate formality and distance.

Personal pronouns Refers to pronouns addressing specific people - this should be avoided in formal writing. Personal pronouns are: I, we, you, he, she, it.

1st and 2nd person 

phrasing
First and second person phrasing greatly hinders the formal register of a piece. First and second person phrasing includes personal pronouns and specific references to the author (1st 

person) and the reader (2nd person).

Appropriate distance Appropriate distance in formal writing inherently includes the elimination of personal pronouns and 1st and 2nd person phrasing.

Colloquialisms
Colloquialisms are informal expressions more commonly used in casual speech than in formal speech or writing. Slang is a form of a colloquialism. One example is the phrase, "What's 

up?"

Appropriate verb tense
Most essays are written in a controlling tense that is appropriate to the type of writing. For example, literature is always discussed in the present tense. History is typically discussed in 

the past tense. Within the appropriate controlling tense, authors may use past, present, and future tenses when appropriate.

Vague pronoun reference 

(VPR)
When a pronouns refers back to a noun or takes the place of a noun that is unclear, it is a VPR. Pronouns should: 1) agree in number 2) agree in person 3) refer clearly to a specific 

noun.

Craft Craft refers to the specific writer's moves in expository writing.

Key words Key words are words or phrases from a piece of evidence that are zoomed in on and incorporated into the interpretation of the evidence.

Anaphora A rhetorical term for the repetition of a word or phrase at the start of successive clauses.

Parallel structure
Parallel structure means using the same pattern of words to show that two or more ideas have the same level of importance. This can happen at the word, phrase, or clause level. The 

usual way to join parallel structures is with the use of coordinating conjunctions such as "and" or "or."

Rhetorical devices A rhetorical device or resource of language is a technique that an author or speaker employs to convey a meaning with the goal of persuading the reader.

Sentence Fluency 
[strand] Focuses on the type, fluidity, and effect of sentences within the essay. Strong sentence fluency leads to natural, active, and concise writing.

Fluency Fluency is the ability to expertly deliver information quickly and naturally.

Simple sentences Also called an independent clause, it is a group of words containing a subject and a predicate that expresses a complete thought.

Complex sentences A complex sentence has an independent clause joined by one or more dependent clauses.

Varies sentence structure An essay that varies sentence structure includes simple, compound, and complex sentences.

Active voice
In the active voice, the subject and verb relationship is straightforward: the subject is a be-er or a do-er and the verb moves the sentence along. In the passive voice, the subject of 

the sentence is neither a do-er or a be-er, but is acted upon by some other agent or by something unnamed (The new policy was approved).

Concision Concision is marked by the effectiveness and efficiency of communication. Concise writing is market by brevity of expression and is free of superfluous information.

Extraneous expressions Extraneous expressions include, "this shows," "this means," "the quote is," etc.

Unnecessary repetition
Unnecessary repetition occurs when the author is attempting to communicate a particular point but fails to do so the first time. There is a "helicopter effect" where the author 

repeats different iterations of the same idea without further developing the idea or elaborating on it.

Style

Sentence 

Fluency
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Word Choice [strand] Ability to select the best word to communicate an idea; ability to utilize a broad range of dynamic, striking, and sophisticated words.

Diction Selecting the best word to most clearly and powerfully communicate an idea.

Dynamic verbs
Verbs in English can be classified into two categories: stative  verbs and dynamic  verbs. Dynamic verbs (sometimes referred to as "action verbs") usually describe actions we can take, 

or things that happen; stative verbs usually refer to a state or condition which is not changing or likely to change.

Range The breadth of words used correctly; an author's vocabulary.

Task specific content 

language
Task specific content language refers to language used within the course when discussing a particular task. If the essay is about poetry and the teacher and class discuss symbolism, 

alliteration, rhyme scheme, figurative language, imagery, and motifs then these words are all task specific content language.

Content language
Content language includes a broader range of words than its "task specific" counterpart. Content language includes literary and historical terms, terms discussed in previous units and 

years, and expected vocabulary.

Conventions [strand] Authors need to understand and apply grammatical rules; they also need to spell correctly.

Grammar Standard English rules of communication.

Punctuation Includes comma usage, quotation marks, end of sentence punctuation, colons and semi-colons, etc.

Element Strand

The Process  element addresses the habits - both processes and mindsets - that are present in excellent authors. This element provides leverage for teachers and accountability for 

authors to take ownership of their writing and commit themselves to the writing process.

Revising [strand]
Deals with the changes made from 2nd draft to final draft - the depth of those changes, the independence of the author to seek feedback and take ownership, and effect of the 

changes on the essay.

Substantive revision Important, meaningful, and/or considerable changes to the final draft.

Student actively seeks 

feedback Author takes time outside of class to seek feedback. The author initiates the request for outside help, schedules a feedback session, and follows up.

Publishing [strand] This strand encompasses the final product, from completion, timeliness, and presentation to MLA formatting guidelines.

Professionalism Includes completion, timeliness, attention to the details of the assignment, and final product presentation.

Guidelines of the 

assignment
The teacher's guidelines of the assignment define completion - this can go above and beyond the written product assessed using the HS Writing Rubric to include a presentation, 

annotated bibliography, etc.

MLA Formatting Follows MLA formatting guidelines.

Document Formatting of the document, from headers and title to spacing.

Word Choice

Conventions

Revising

Publishing
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